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“Test Automation Pyramid” 
(from Mike Cohn)

https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/blog/the-forgotten-layer-of-the-test-automation-pyramid

“Even before the ascendancy of agile methodologies like Scrum, we knew we should 
automate our tests. But we didn’t. Automated tests were considered expensive to write and 
were often written months, or in some cases years, after a feature had been programmed. 
One reason teams found it difficult to write tests sooner was because they were automating 
at the wrong level. An effective test automation strategy calls for automating tests at three 
different levels, as shown in the figure below, which depicts the test automation pyramid.”

Assumes that tests consist solely of 
computable steps; marginalizing 

tacit knowledge, socialization, 
learning, plus anything not directly 
associated with “performing tests”



Alister Scott’s Model

https://watirmelon.blog/tag/testing-pyramid/

Explicit marginalization
of skilled testing

What does 
the X axis mean?
more test cases?

Where’s data?
Where’s platform?



Alister Scott’s Ice Cream Cone

I agree this is 
problematic, but mainly 
because testing is being 
confused with output 

checking, here.

Why is this part 
“cloudy?” Is it to 

denigrate the value of 
exploratory test design?



Vocabulary Note

• Test: An activity wherein 
a person
evaluates a product in some way 
by learning about it through
exploration or experimentation

(Not to be confused with a check, which involves only an algorithmic 
process of operating a product, collecting data, and applying pass/fail 
decision rules. Checks can be fully automated; tests can only be 
supported with automation. Tests may incorporate checks.)

• High level test: A test conducted on a complex 
assemblage of parts operating as an integrated whole

(As opposed to a “low-level” test conducted on some part of that 
assemblage, especially prior to integration. Unit testing is often done 
by automating and monitoring unit level checks.)



High Level Tests Have Special Power

• Bugs found with high level tests are more likely to 
be visible to the user and to impact user 
experience.

• High level testing reveals more about interactions 
and emergent properties of integrated sub-
systems.

• More and bigger dependencies means more 
sensitivity to buggy changes.

• Naturalistic sequences, timing, and data are 
easier to arrange with high level testing.



High Level Tests Give Special Headaches

• Bugs found with high level tests are more likely to 
be difficult to reproduce or trace back to code.

• High level testing is terrible for finding certain 
important problems that are easy to find with 
code review or unit-level checking.

• More and bigger dependencies means more 
sensitivity to correct changes, leading to false fails.

• Naturalistic sequences, timing, and data can still 
be expensive to create and maintain.



Inkscape Source Hierarchy



A product is like a planet.

HW/OS 
Environment

App 
Framework

Units

Sub-Systems & 
Services

UI

(I’m not saying the 
platform is small and simple.
I’m saying it’s a relatively small
risk for the project since it’s stable
and already tested.)



Unlike the “ice cream cone” model,
this is about product risks that deserve 
attention, not counting freaking test cases. 

The top is the “living surface” of the product.

The top matters intrinsically.

The bottom makes the top possible.

This model sets up a tradeoff relationship instead of simply telling you what to do:
“You will be judged by the surface, but you will succeed or fail by the depths” 











I created the “Round Earth” model as an antidote to once helpful
ideas, such as the original pyramid, that were elevated into
best practice dogma. It is an alternative that addresses similar 
concerns as did the original pyramid, but helps you explain your
reasoning better.

I’m not saying you should “follow” my new model.

Heuristics are not to be followed.

Heuristics are to be applied as needed by skilled practitioners.


